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Yugumo Standard Rated Crew Bunkroom

The Yugumo Rated Crew Bunkrooms are a starship interior developed by the Yugumo Corporation in YE
45.

History

In YE 45, the Yugumo Corporation's Yugumo Fleetworks division sought to continue the standardization of
its interior modules for the ships it produced. The Yugumo Rated Crew Bunkrooms were designed
concurrently with the Yugumo Licensed Crew Quarters. The bunkrooms were designed to be the standard
for the Yugumo Merchant Spacy, however, impressed with the design it also became the standard rated
crew quarters for their retail products as well.

Product Information

The product information for the Yugumo Rated Crew Bunkrooms.

Yugumo Rated Crew Bunkroom
Year of Creation YE 45

Designer Yugumo Fleetworks
Nomenclature Type 45
Manufacturer Yugumo Fleetworks

Fielded by Yugumo Corporation,Yugumo Merchant Spacy
Availability Mass Production

The Design

Designed with the immediate needs of Rated Crew in mind, the bunkrooms are designed to house two to
four individuals. In cases where there are four individuals, the room is slightly larger with two sets of
bunk beds instead of one.
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These bunkrooms are typically utilized by two to four crew members, depending on the ship's size and
layout. Here's a detailed description of the Yugumo Rated Crew Bunkrooms:

Size and Layout

The bunkrooms are compact and space-efficient, given the limited space available on a starship. They
are usually rectangular or square in shape. A typical bunkroom can accommodate two to four crew
members, and the layout is adjusted accordingly. For rooms housing two crew members, the space is
more spacious, while those for four crew members are more compact.

Bunk Beds

Bunk beds are a common feature in these rooms to maximize space utilization. Each crew member has
their own bunk, and these are typically arranged in tiers. The bunk beds are designed for comfort and
safety, with secure railings to prevent crew members from falling during turbulent space travel.

Personal Storage

Each crew member has a dedicated storage space near their bunk. This may include lockable cabinets,
drawers, or shelves for storing personal belongings, uniforms, standard issue equipment, and personal
effects.
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Lighting and Atmosphere

The bunkrooms are equipped with adjustable lighting to cater to individual preferences and sleep cycles.
Soft, dimmable LED lighting is typically used to create a calming ambiance. The atmosphere in the
bunkrooms is controlled for temperature, humidity, and air quality, ensuring crew members can rest
comfortably in various conditions. Volumetric Windows are often included to improve these rooms.

Privacy Features

Privacy curtains or partitions are available for crew members who prefer some level of privacy in their
bunk areas. The rooms may have soundproofing materials to minimize noise from the corridors or
adjacent rooms, allowing crew members to rest without disturbances.

Personal Amenities

Each bunk may come with a small personal KAIMON console, allowing crew members to watch movies,
read, or access ship-related information during their downtime. Charging ports and data ports are
available for KAIMON/Ascendant Companion, personal devices, such as tablets or communicators.

Sanitary Facilities

Bunkrooms have shared restroom facilities nearby, equipped with toilets, sinks, and basic hygiene
amenities. Showers are available in separate communal areas to conserve space within the bunkrooms.

Safety Features

The bunkrooms are equipped with emergency lighting, and escape routes are clearly marked in case of
emergencies. Yugumo Standard Fire-Fighting Equipment and Systems and emergency medical kits are
readily accessible.

Maintenance and Cleaning

Routine maintenance and cleaning are scheduled to keep the bunkrooms in good condition and ensure
crew members' well-being.
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This article was approved by Wes on 2023/10/01.1)

Art done in Midjourney by Andrew. Written with the assistance of ChatGPT.

Products & Items Database
Product Categories interiors
Product Name Yugumo Standard Rated Crew Bunkroom
Nomenclature Type 45
Manufacturer Yugumo Fleetworks, Yugumo Corporation
Year Released YE 45
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